Comparison of the entropy-driven polymerization reactions of E66 and vulgare tobacco mosaic virus proteins.
The effects of temperature (T), ionic strength (mu), and pH on the polymerization of the coat protein of the E66 strain of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) from the 4 S form (A), a trimer of the polypeptide chain, to the 20 S form (D) were investigated by the method of sedimentation velocity. Interpretations of thermodynamic parameters were based on only those data obtained in experiments for which reversibility could be demonstrated both by lowering temperature and by lowering concentration. E66 protein differed from vulgare TMV in that, in position 140, lysine replaced asparagine. Thus, E66 protein should be less hydrophobic than vulgare protein and K's, the salting-out constant, should be less. The charge on unpolymerized E66 protein was -3 proton units per polypeptide chain, compared to -4 for vulgare protein. The electrical work contribution, delta W*el, for E66 protein should be (-3/-4)2, or 0.5625 that for vulgare. The results were that delta W*el at pH 6.7, 15 degrees C, and mu = 0.1 was 0.700 kcal/mol for E66 protein compared to 1.22 for vulgare. The experimental ratio was 0.574; K's = 2.16 for E66 compared to 4.93 for vulgare. Hydrogen ions (1.5) were bound per A unit, or 0.5 per polypeptide chain, in the formation of D from A. delta H*, the enthalpy change per mole of A, was 33 kcal at pH 6.7 and 36 at pH 6.9, compared to 30 at both pH values for vulgare protein. delta S*, the entropy change per mole of A, was +132.1 e.u. for E66 compared to 127.4 for vulgare. Entropy-driven processes are found in dynamic biological situations. Ready reversibility at biological temperatures is a requirement, yet the polymer structures must be strong and well ordered. This is achieved through a large number of weak bonds between subunits, combined with ready reversibility under slightly changed conditions. The significant role of water is to facilitate depolymerization by binding to subunits.